QUALITY - SERVICE - EXPERIENCE
Est. 1980

Circle B Inc

Here at Circle B, we are committed to

Quality Bark &
Landscape Supply

providing the best quality and service
possible to our customers. We believe
our customers deserve the best. With
almost 40 years in the landscape
supply business we're confident that

CIRCLE B INC

"The Mulch Men"

we have the experience and passion
to deliver on that promise.

Our mission is to provide nothing less
than the highest quality. From our
products, to our customer service, to

LOCATION
6402 Loftus Rd
DeForest, WI 53532

our delivery, quality is evident in
everything we do.

CONTACT
(608) 846-9200
www.circlebonline.com
info@circlebinc.com

Quality Mulch and
Landscape Supply
DeForest, WI

Owners Alan and Lyle Buchner

You should not have to compromise
quality and great service for a good
price per cubic yard. With Circle B, you
get excellent service, a large variety of
high quality products, highly
competitive pricing, and accurate billing
on your yardage volume.

You deserve
to Receive the
yardage you're
paying for
The saying goes "always choose quality over
quantity", but with Circle B there's no
choice, YOU GET BOTH!

Circle B has successfully marketed a
wide variety of landscape mulch for
over 38 years. Capitalizing on nearly
four decades of experience, the Circle
B team has developed a method that
accurately calculates the yardage for
each product we sell.
In order to accomplish this, we have
fabricated a container designed to hold
exactly 3 cubic yards of mulch. We then
weigh each type of mulch in this
container on our certified scale
to establish accurate yardage weights.
We repeat this yardage/weight yield
test regularly to recognize variations in
moisture and density.

Using the weights we have gathered
during this process, we can
then calculate the accurate yardage of
each load.
Is your current mulch supplier as
precise about their yardage? If they
are not, that 90 yard load billed
at $16.50 a yard may only be 75 yards
worth, costing you $20 a yard in
actuality.
This is just one of the many
examples of how Circle B's experience
and integrity make all the difference.

Service
At Circle B we understand your
business' needs. Not only are you
looking for the best value, you're
looking for high quality mulch, product
availability, friendly service, quick and
seamless delivery, and easy ordering.
We do not believe these are luxuries,
we believe they are essentials. This is
why all of these components are part of
our service commitment.

Quality
What it means for your bottom line

We know that our product quality
directly effects your customer's
satisfaction as well as your own. Circle
B's Double Shredded Oak Bark is
expertly processed by our team and
composed primarily of high quality oak
hardwood. Many companies call their
mulch "Double Shredded Oak" but lower
the quality by using
ash tree grindings
and other recycled
wood waste as
the main component.
Circle B's Double Shredded Oak

We don't believe in cutting corners
when it comes to quality because we
know great looking mulch is what keeps
our customers, and yours, coming back.
Request samples of any of our mulches
and see the Circle B difference for
yourself!

